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THE LOST MOSAIC 

A campaign which began in 2005 by Kettering Civic Society to save a mosaic on Kettering’s former Grammar 

School building has finally in 2023 reached a conclusion. The story of the mosaic has been made into a             

documentary film produced by UKFilm School, funded by Historic England. 

There are so many aspects to this tale it is difficult to know where to begin; Kettering Grammar School, the artist 

Kenneth Budd, the images within the mosaic that tell the town’s history or the Civic Society’s very long               

campaign-perhaps the longest campaign by a community group! 

Two issues were always at stake in the preservation of the 45 feet X 15 feet mosaic, the first was finding a suitable 

place to re-instate it and the second the funds to do so.  

What was special about the mosaic? Why save it? 

Kettering Grammar School has a long history going back to Queen Elizabeth I. When a 1960’s style building in 

Windmill Avenue Kettering replaced the one designed in 1913 by John Alfred Gotch, now the North Northants 

Council  offices in Bowling Green Road, it was decided to incorporate a distinctive work of art on its frontage that 

would be worthy of the school’s distinguished heritage. 

Kenneth Budd (1925-1995) was commissioned to create the Kettering mosaic in 1963, his first. He went on to    

design huge public-art mosaics around the country, including the Kennedy Mosaic in the Bull Ring Shopping     

Centre in Birmingham.  

Kettering Boy’s School, (successor to the Grammar School) closed in 1993, after which it was acquired by Tresham 

College who announced in 2005 that the building would be demolished to make way for a new college. It was then 

that Kettering Civic Society became involved in the long quest to ‘save the mosaic’. 

Efforts to bring the project to fruition had many ups and downs. The first successful news was that Kenneth Budd’s 

son, Oliver (who was just a baby when his father created ‘The Kettering Mosaic’) had himself    become a renowned 

mosaic artist having studied and mastered the craft under his father.  

In 2007 Oliver removed the mosaic from the building and took it away to Kent for storage until funds and a site 

could be found. 

Over the years, fundraising by the Civic Society and three failed attempts to gain Heritage Lottery Funding made 

the project seem unachievable until the determination of the Society bore success, even though this did not happen 

easily! 

2019 (the Society’s 50th Year) was to prove a crucial year and a great turning point when Kettering Borough   

Council applied to the government and Historic England for funding to breathe new life into town centres by        

revitalising old buildings helping to  regenerate a vibrant place for locals, businesses and visitors. The Society wrote 

a detailed letter supporting the bid, describing Kettering’s rich history as told within the abstract images of           

The Kettering Mosaic. The bid was a success in 2020, securing funding of £1,480,000 for the Kettering High Street 

Heritage Action Zone. The four-year project would restore Kettering’s historical town centre. 

The plan was for the mosaic to be placed in the town centre as part of its regeneration. This was GOOD NEWS! 

However, BAD NEWS. Oliver was taken ill and could no longer carry out such a huge project whilst at the same 

time it was revealed that the original mosaic was beyond repair! 

To coincide with the High Street Heritage Action Zone project, the Kettering Cultural Consortium was set up by  

Kettering  Borough Council which enabled voluntary groups to apply to Historic England funding for projects.      

Kettering Civic Society’s successful bid was to fund a film about the mosaic and engage the UKFilm School; a      

social enterprise initiative. By December 2021 Oliver Budd had recovered and whilst filming in his studio in Kent it 

became apparent how the saga of the mosaic could end! A new smaller facsimile of the mosaic could be made (11 

feet x 3 feet) and paid for through funds that the Society had raised over the years. Oliver was engaged to create a 

smaller version which he completed in the summer of 2022. The intention was for this to be displayed at Kettering 

station….however…in 2020 Kettering’s Alfred East Art Gallery and Library successfully received £3million from 

Central Governments Get Building Fund!  

By January 2023 a new Alfred East Art Gallery and Library extension was complete. After further exploration a   

suitable exhibition space  revealed itself in no better place than the Alfred East Art Gallery. A perfect solution! An 

important artwork on display in the art gallery! The final piece of the mosaic jig saw was inserted on 5th January 

2023 when the new  mosaic was hung in the Alfred East Art Gallery. This film records that moment! 
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Ian Addis was born and bred in Kettering and spent most of his life     

residing in the town before moving to Market Harborough in 2013. 

He pursued a career in education working as a class teacher,  

headteacher and teacher of teachers, thus satisfying all the criteria in the 

old adage about 'those who can'. He has written numerous local history 

books, many stimulated by a love of sport, literature and his native   

county. 

Monica Özdemir although German born, Kettering has been her home 

for most of her life. She qualified as a teacher working in schools and 

colleges around England. Her interests are many and varied and her 

studies have never ended. Skills and knowledge she has gained along 

the way have been put to good use in her role as secretary of Kettering 

Civic Society which she has held since 2000. 

Victoria Wicks is H.E. Bates’s eldest granddaughter and has been a      

director of his literary estate since 2000. When her mother died in 2009 

Victoria began collecting and cataloguing H.E.’s correspondence and now 

gives talks on various aspects of H.E.'s life. She is currently writing a book 

about his time in the RAF. 

Victoria has appeared in Doctor Who, Skins, The Imitation Game, and The 

Mighty Boosh, but is most well known for her role as Sally Smedley in 

Channel 4’s award winning comedy series, Drop the Dead Donkey, a role 

she will be reprising when the cast go on tour in a stage show next year! 

MEET THE CAST  

Oliver Budd is a second generation mosaic artist, creator of mosaics as 

diverse as the figurative to the abstract and as widespread as         

commissions in Oman to his home county of Kent. 

Oliver mastered the craft under his father Kenneth Budd ARCA. He is 

now a premier mosaic artist with international awards to his name and a 

wealth of prestigious commissions undertaken. Oliver is a passionate 

teacher of the craft, lecturer at Chelsea College of Art and a member of 

the Art worker’s Guild, Bloomsbury. 



Alex Dorrian  is a Film Studies Graduate and Masters Film Culture Student. She 

is planning to work in film production or management. 

Maddie Webb is  studying A-levels,  Maths, Physics and Art at Southfield 

School, Kettering. Following A-levels, she would like to go to university to study 

Film and TV production. 

Maddie said “ I really enjoyed the experience, and this opportunity has          

increased my interest in studying Film and TV production at university.” 

UKFILM SCHOOL  

 Mea Fenwick studied theatre design at Nottingham Trent University and        

between gaining an insight in filmmaking through participating in this film she 

has been working in the film industry as well as busily studying horticulture. 

Keeping her options open she hopes to run her own business. 

Nathan Tew is an aspiring media enthusiast wanting to fulfil his passion for 

camera work, editing work, directing and more. In the future he hopes to break 

into the film  industry in the post-production process and find work in his       

favourite areas of the creative process.  

Gary Halliday is an actor and director known for The Garden Boy (2013) 

Coulrophobia (2012) and The Day the Americans Came (2013) which is filmed 

in and around Grafton Underwood.  

Gary Loves Man Utd and Led Zeppelin. At the age of 10 he queued for eight 

hours to see the first Star Wars movie.   

Jacqueline Edge is an ex city lawyer and business women and has an          

entrepreneurial spirit flowing through her veins which makes her the perfect 

producer.    

Robin Tucker is predominantly a director of photography, he has over 20 years’ 
experience producing and directing documentaries and video projects. 

Behind the scenes Robin is a video editor and audio producer/engineer for both 

his own projects and other production companies and agencies. 

Mackenzie Halliday Edge .  Mack loves clothes and anything film or music    

related. He has recently worked on a SKY Movie and Music Video for pop star 

Deb Never.       
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IN MEMORY of 

John Coleman  

Maurice Bayes 

Robert Mercer 

Phil Evans 

Sandra Clipstone 

John Coleman; Committee, Mayor Cll. Maurice Bayes, Chairman; Paul Ansell, Tresham College;    

Chris Hole, Secretary; Monica Ozdemir, Vice Chairman; Robert Mercer. 

2006 



SPONSORS OF THE MOSAIC 
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Eleanor Patrick 

Erika & †George Beecher 

† Fred East 
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† HS Cox 

Ian Kelman 
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J Marchand 

† Jane & Ted Burwell 

Janet Paling 

Jean Lee 

† Jenny & Larry Henson  
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Jonathan West 
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M & M Özdemir 
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Marian Tucker  
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Mary Page                  

† Maureen Cameron 
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Millennium Award Group 

Molly Vaughan 

Mr & Mrs Whalley 
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Mrs Loasby 
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Nan Wigglesworth 

Oliver Wicksteed 

Paul & M Ansell 

Paul John Construction 

Pensioners Parliament 

Philip Hollobone MP  

Philip Morris 

Rachael Aldridge 

Richard Barnwell 

Richard Makins 

† Robert Mercer 

Rotary Club of Kettering Huxloe 

Rothwell Methodist Ladies 

Russell Attwood 

† Sandra Clipstone 

SATRA 

Steve Dankowych 

Sue Swales 

† Sushila Wright      

Susie Corke 

† Terry & Mary Freer  

The David Laing Foundation            

The Old Cytringanians  

The Star Inn Geddington 

The Trefold Guild 

The Worshipful Company of Weavers 

Totan  

U3A 

Valma Grady 

Wellingborough Civic Society 

Whitehouse Brick 

 

† Sponsors who have sadly died since the     

    project began. 



The Kettering Mosaic Timeline 

UPS & DOWNS 

In 2005 Kettering Civic Society learns that Tresham College, the former Grammar School, is to be         

demolished; including the 1962 Kenneth Budd Mosaic. 

10.01.05 “Society in bid to find Mural artist”; 10.01.05, Kettering’s Evening Telegraph headline.  

18.01.05, Mosaic artist Kenneth Budd died. Good news that his son Oliver is an artist and has continued 

with mosaic making. He is able to carry out a survey to establish whether the mosaic can be saved. 

11.01.07 “Mosaic Pledge; The Society has four weeks to raise £20,000”. ET article 11th January 

2007. Fundraising began instantly to pay for the survey, time was running out, Tresham College was soon 

to be demolished. With much hard work, the Society raised £5,000 and Kettering Borough Council came 

to the rescue. At least the mosaic was rescued from demolition. Oliver removed the mosaic during the  

college summer holiday taking it away to store in his studio in Kent until funds could be found for          

restoration.  

The next hurdle was to find a site large enough for the mosaic, this took several years involving many  

letters, emails and meetings. Important issues had to be addressed, ownership of the site, future care and 

maintenance, insurance, planning permission etc. etc. Many sites were considered and with each site all 

issues were addressed. Eventually we found a wall at the back of Kettering Conference Centre, however, 

not a place where the mosaic could be seen but where the owners were happy to accept the mosaic.  

2009 Having found a site, we needed to raise funds to have the mosaic restored and installed, but without 

being a registered charity we could not do this. In 2009 the Society registered as a charity and we 

searched for funding through a variety of  different arts Societies including the 20th Century Society. 

Grand Prize draws, fundraising dinners, mid-summer barbeques were never going to bring in the £30,000 

plus required. Meetings, emails and letters were exchanged including between Kettering Borough Council, 

Northants County Council, our Member of Parliament, Councillors, the Grammar School Foundation, The 

Cytringanians.  

 Between 2012 and 2018 three Heritage Lottery Bids were unsuccessful. 

2013 “(Newlands) Centre aim for Mosaic”. E.T. article; March 2013. The owners, Ellandi offered to have 

the mosaic. Not an ideal place but at least it would be in a more prominent position in the centre of the 

town. We applied for and received Planning Permission and as years went by whilst fundraising, a second 

application was made and  granted. 

2018 Each bid took a year to prepare whilst exciting community projects were planned. More meetings 

and workshops with trips to HLF headquarters in Nottingham, followed by more meetings telling us why 

we had failed. Each time we changed our projects according to their advice, each time the goal posts had 

changed. Most infuriating was that we were recommended to go back to the original project which was 

then rejected. Other sources for funding were explored, each taking hours of research, form filling,     

gathering of evidence; each  application proved fruitless. 

In January 2019 we decided to revisit Tresham College. The Principal was in favour and both parties had 

a list of issues that required addressing. Eventually we managed to arrange a meeting on 12th November 

expecting to dot the ‘I s’ and cross the  ‘T s’.  

The mosaic on Tresham College. Firstly, we needed to know if the wall was suitable to take the mosaic. 

There would still be much work to be done and if we do not instruct Oliver to begin restoration in           

December we would miss the Summer holiday slot for putting up the mosaic when students are not 

around; strict health and safety rules, risk assessments apply.  

The ultimate question was, would Kettering Borough Council, through the Historic England fund provide 

the £10,000 still needed to match the Society’s £17,000 that will enable the mosaic to be restored and  

installed?  



We hit a brick wall! The original staff who had agreed to the mosaic had left. All records of our      

meetings and emails had gone with them. The important piece of information that we needed from the 

college was what lay behind the brick clad wall. Would the wall be structurally strong enough to bear 

the weight of the mosaic? We felt sure that it would, but we needed evidence in the form of an         

architect’s plan. Did the college have the original plans? No one knew, all staff who were around 

twelve years ago had moved on. The builders Leadbitter, had gone into administration. 

In 2019 the Society had been instrumental in supporting Kettering Borough Council’s successful £2m    

application for Historic England’s High Street Funding. We were included in the stakeholder meetings 

making recommendations and submitting the Society’s thoughts on possible projects.  

February 27th 2020: Kettering Town Centre Conference we approached the Historic England speaker 

to ask for funding for the mosaic on Tresham College, linking the history of the mosaic with the town-

centre. The reply  was “no”, funds were for the High Street only. 

Kettering’s High Street Heritage Action Zone secures £4,354,000 from Historic England and Kettering   

Borough Council to improve the High Street! 

Following committee discussions, the Council, the Consultants and Historic England; on 21st August 

the Council proposed the Mosaic be placed in Meadow Road. Furthermore, Historic England’s High 

Street funding would pay for the  restoration and re-siting of the Mosaic!  

Discussions were underway between Kettering Borough Council and Oliver Budd regarding the Mosaic 

being restored and put up in Meadow Road. The project will reach fruition! 

27th January 2021 Oliver completes the first part of the project having drawn 24 parts of the Mosaic 

cartoon. 

3rd April 2021 Oliver Budd has sadly been taken ill and will no longer be able to carry out the           

restoration and re-siting of the Mosaic! 

13th April 2021 We are introduced to mosaic artist Emma Biggs, who is considering taking over from 

Oliver to deliver the  mosaic contract. 

Following a meeting with the Heritage Action Zone team there were still some hurdles to jump          

regarding putting the job to tender and engaging a mosaic artist. 

16th April 2021 Oliver posted the cartoon and other information of the mosaic to the Civic Society.   

In the meantime, every effort was being made to get permission for the mosaic to go on the former 

Marks & Spencer wall in Meadow Road. 

21st May 2021 Oliver informs us that the mosaic no longer exists. Historic England is not able to pay 

for the making of a new mosaic. 

17th Dec. UKFilm School, Gary Halliday and Robin Tucker film Oliver Budd in his studio in Kent.  

31st January 2022 Civic Society committee decided to engage Oliver Budd to make a smaller facsimile 

of the mosaic with a suggestion that it be displayed at Kettering Station. 

6th May; Oliver completed the new mosaic. 

29th July; Monica and Mete collected the mosaic from Kent 

Progress was not being made regarding permissions for the mosaic to be installed at the station. This 

idea was abandoned. In the meantime, the new extension to the art gallery and library was complete 

and the wall above the entrance was explored as a possible place to hang the mosaic. 

9th November; Agreed with North Northamptonshire Council that the mosaic is displayed in the short 

gallery of the new extension to the Alfred East Art Gallery.  

5th January 2023; FINALLY THE END OF THE PROJECT-THE MOSAIC WAS INSTALLED IN THE 

ALFRED EAST ART GALLERY AND THE OCCASION WAS FILMED!  

BOTH PROJECTS NOW  COMPLETE! 



Secretary’s Diary of UKFilm School documentary 
16th April 2021: Phone call: ask Ian Addis if he would write the script. 
20th April: Mosaic cartoon delivered to Monica from Oliver Budd. 
26th April: Phone call with Gary; emailed Ian to arrange a meeting. 
27th April: Meeting with Gary and Jacqueline at Ecton to discuss the timeline of the project. 
30th April: Phone call with Ian. 
7th May: Meetings with Gary, Ian at Ecton to decide the content of the documentary. 
15th May: Email to Kettering Museum and Gallery- filming not possible due to closure because of building works. 
Look into possibility of filming at Boughton House. 
PowerPoint presentation prepared by me to assist with the script and content of the documentary with suggested 
places to film. 
13th May: Phone call to Victoria Wicks to ask if she would take part in the documentary. YES! 
6th June: Zoom meeting with Gary and Jacqueline. 
24th June: Phone call with Ian. 
6th July: Phone call with Gary. Discussion regarding recruiting Film School students. Several enquiries, emails and 
phone calls as premises are sought for recruitment.  None materialised due to covid restrictions, costs and lack of 
suitable venues. 
Success in recruiting came from a video on 9th June when details posted on social media by the UK Film School and 
Kettering Civic Society’s article in Northants Newspaper. Potential students were interviewed by Gary and seven 
were recruited. One  student found out about the project through her parent’s visiting Artworks and a chat with me 
about the search for potential   students. 
9th July: Meeting arranged with EMR to discuss permission to film at the station and the use of rooms to use as a 
base throughout the 3 days filming. Permission sought to place an information board under the H.E. Bates blue 
plaque. Gary completed the necessary documentation. Permission granted for the use of the 1st Class and 2nd Class 
waiting rooms for filming. Permission to use a room as a base for the film crew, the crew would arrive at 9 am on the 
day of filming. 
10th July: Draft script completed by Ian. 
12th July: Design and have an information board made about the H.E. Bates blue plaque at the station. Details sent to 
Kensigns. 
13th July: Phone/email Gary with the Getty Cultural Consortium image and other logos.  
14th July: email Gary regarding the filming of the mosaic cartoon 
15th July: Contacted Tracey Clarke, Heritage Manager at Wicksteed park to ask permission to film the mosaic      
cartoon. 
16th July: Gary & Jacqueline to Boughton House to meet Charles Lister who agreed to talk on camera with Victoria. 
19th July: Wicksteed Park okay for filming. Phone call from Gary. 
23rd July: Seven letters written and delivered to cafés and supermarkets requesting sponsorship for catering during 
filmmaking. 
27th July: Northants Newspaper article re. filming 
29th July: The Kettering Rotary Huxloe Club sent email sponsoring the catering. 
Viewed the empty building at Wicksteed park which is in need of clearing and making safe. 
30th July: 10am Wicksteed Park with brush and shovel in preparation to clear the space.  Great surprise to be joined 
by ten volunteers from Nationwide. The dusty work took  us 2 ½ hours to complete.  
Problem-where to lay out the mosaic cartoons to avoid the holes in the floor and also to cover over the black surface 
so that the mosaic cartoons could be seen. Solution- purchase plastic sheeting and make a frame with 5-foot canes to 
make a frame measuring 15 feet x 45 feet. This job took all afternoon and was finished at 4pm. 
1st August: bought food for DAY 1 OF FILMING ON 2nd August 
2nd August: 7.45am leave home to collect student from Corby. 8.45am Kettering station for health & safety briefing, 
signing in etc. Introduction to station, Time Travellers used as base. 1pm Wicksteed Park, filming and lunch. 
Shooting of the mosaic cartoons being laid out. 5pm wrap Drove student to Corby. Shopping for lunch. 
3rd August: 9am crew meet at Boughton House. Filming until 1.30pm. Lunch at station. 
Filming around the town 5pm Wrap. Shopping for lunch 
Wednesday 4th August: 9am meet at station, one group filming Victoria getting on/off train to Wellingborough and at 
station. Another group filming at the art gallery, council offices, and William Knibb plaque, Chesham House. 
12pm lunch at station 1pm filming at Green Lane shoe factory, Kino and art gallery. Filming ended at 5pm 
5th August: Mete and I return to remove and roll up the mosaic cartoons at Wicksteed Park. 
Thanks were sent via Emails to Tracey at Wicksteed Park, Charles at Boughton House, Kettering Huxloe Rotary, Ian 
Addis and Victoria Wicks, Gary and students. 
17th Dec. 2021:  UKFilm School, Gary Halliday and Robin Tucker to Kent and Oliver Budd’s studio to film.  
5th January 2023: Final filming at the Alfred East Art Gallery, Kettering. 
16th March 2023: FILM PREMIERE AT THE ODEON KETTERING 
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